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Let's Think Together

The past week has been a relentlessly heart breaking one.  Sad news of a friend’s unexpected demise; the loss

of a dear little child; a baby born challenged to first time parents; a parent nearing his end; the end of a marriage.

Every piece of sad news broke me a little more, until by the end of the week I felt I was in little pieces. If I felt

so hollow and broken, imagine how my friends who had to live through these sadnesses felt. How do we react

to such bad news? How do we rearrange our lives in the light of such sadness? How do we be there for our

friends and family without hurting them even more with platitudes that seem insincere?

As I kept mulling over, “ What can I do to ease their pain? How can I be there for them?”  the only answer that

kept coming into my heart was  “Pray for them.” The only words I could say were, “Lord, please ease their

pain. Through the brokenness of their lives, let there be light and grace and your love.” It did not seem enough,

but it was all I could do as I went about the routine of my own work.

Grief and having to live through dreadful times are exhausting and make one bone weary.  One does not have

the appetite or energy to eat, so energy levels become really low. After my father’s funeral, our family returned

home tired and weary.  We had not eaten for a day, none of us felt like cooking anything. The children were limp

from grief and hunger.  At this point, the door opened and my mother’s cousin Clara walked in with bowls of

steaming iddlis and Korma and a delicious chicken fry. She saw that we had no energy to eat and so sat us all

around her on the floor, and fed us  with her hands. We were like hungry birds, opening our mouths, watching

as her fingers dipped the iddlis into the korma, and popped it into our mouths.  No words were exchanged. She

left as quietly as she came. It is a lesson I learnt twenty years ago – that grace and love don’t magically happen.

They come through human hands. That pain is eased by gestures of love.

How long should we care for those whose lives are broken? How long should we pray for them? It is easy to

show our compassion during the first days of tragedies. Then we get busy with our own lives, and  keep away.

A former Collector of Vellore, Wilfie Davidar and his wife Shanti prayed for us as part of a fellowship group at

our church when my husband was ill and dying.  Five years later, I met Shanthi at a meeting and she surprised

me by saying, “ You know we pray for you and your children every Wednesday evening.”  I was so touched,

and learnt another lesson. Being there for someone in distress is not a one time act, or a one time prayer. It is an

ongoing life time process. How do we balance it with our own routines, our own problems and the little

sadnesses of our own lives? In my experience, as we reach out to others, others too reach out to us, and allow

the light in through the cracks of our own lives. Thus, love, grace, healing and light floods into all our broken

lives.

Think about this!

How do you react to sad news from friends and family? What do you do for them?
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